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Hi ere carrying out at Saclay ALS 600 MeV accelerator a program of experimental 
étjFermi nation of nuclear charge distribution by elastic electron scattering at 
fcigti momentum transfer. Substantial progress has been made in microscopic theo-
?§#•> recently [l] and it is of great importance now to have stringent tests of 

refined calculations. The inner region of the nucleus can be probed only by 
efficiently high maximum ..omentun transfer (q«ax s 3.5 !•"')» where unfortuna
tely the cross-sections are extremely small (do/dft * I0~ 3 7 cm'/sr). 

te of its high intensity, good resolution and excellent background rejec-
t&sft» Saclay electron scattering set up is especially suited for these experi-
ÉJÉ>». We have already completed experiments on 5 8Ni [2] (q^uc s * fuT1) and 
•*•>*• [3] (qnax « 3.6 fm" 1). 

Urn) experimental density of 208pD has been deduced, by the SOG method, from our 
mev results combined with data from Darmstadt, Mainz and Stanford (ref. [33 and 
references therein). It is shown on Fig.l, together with two theoretical predic
tions [l»4]; the thickness of the line gives the size of the error band. The 
fcigh q data have brought a substantial reduction of the error band. As already 
Observed in ^Ni, the striking feature of the 208pj, density is a surprisingly 
SWlll amplitude of the density fluctuations, with a peak to valley difference of 
enly 3%» Furthermore, the density has a positive overall average slope of 3Z for 
rrniii 0 < r < 5 fm, while most llartree-Fock calculations predict a negative ave
rage slope of - 10%. A definite explanation of these disagreements requires fur
ther developments of the nuclear many body theory. 
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